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The airplane fatigue design is based on a load history that shall represent in a reliable way the typical 

operational usage. To predict airplane operational loads is not an easy task, especially when the airplane 

design presents innovative features. In such situation, it is possible to derive loads from operational flights 

of similar airplanes. The flight parameters records obtained from prototype ferry flights are consolidated 

into a reduced information, which may be applied to an airplane design fatigue analysis. For cyclic 

loading conditions, such as gusts and maneuvers, the spectrum format is adopted, which consists of 

curves associating the parameter intensity to the exceedances (accumulated occurrences). The spectrum 

may be derived for different flight parameters and is treated in the aeronautical industry as an statistical 

representation of the data records. A good quality of the statistical data is the basis for a realistic fatigue 

loads, therefore, an assertive analysis and better structural dimensioning. 

 

There are several statistical datasets presented in normative rules, like MIL, and FAA reports comprising 

flight loads data of commercial operation. These are references frequently adopted in the airplane design 

development, however there are few published statistical datasets on asymmetrical maneuvers. The loads 

spectra derived for these maneuvers may be essential for the design of certain components, such as 

control surfaces and its respective mechanisms. 

 

In order to fill this lack, this work presents a guidance to derive maneuver statistical databank, indicating 

methods and criteria to process flight data, investigating and suggesting the better flight parameter to 

represent asymmetrical maneuvers. Moreover, presents normalized flight parameters spectra and discuss 

if the reduction of the flight data into a multi-parameter statistical data may lead to a generic statistical 

database that may be representative for different airplanes. 

 

The generation of a statistical databank to represent these maneuvers for airplanes with variable 

dimensions and structural configurations would enable its re-use for future aeronautical structural designs. 
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